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Division algebras D generated by some finitely generated nilpotent subgroup G 
of the multiplicative group D* of D are studied and the question to what extent G 
is determined by D is considered. Trivial examples show that D does not determine 
G up to isomorphism. However, it is proved that if F denotes the center of D, then 
the F-subalgebra of D generated by G is in fact determined up to isomorphism by 
D. Using the structure of this subalgebra it is further concluded that D does at least 
determine (i) the group G/A, where A is the FC-center of G, (ii) the division 
subalgebra K(A) of D generated by A, and (iii) the subgroup K(d)*G of D*. The 
principal technical tools are the so-called (crossed) Hilbert-Neumann rings of 
ordered groups over rings which are also studied here in their own right. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a division algebra over a commutative field K (not necessarily 
finite-dimensional over its center) and suppose D is generated, as division K- 
algebra, by some finitely generated nilpotent subgroup G of the 
multiplicative group D * of D. Trivial examples show that D does not 
determine G up to isomorphism, but our goal here is to show that it almost 
does. More precisely, if F denotes the center of D then we will prove that the 
F-subalgebra of D generated by G is in fact determined up to isomorphism 
by D (Corollary 4.2). Analyzing the structure of this subalgebra, in 
particular its group of units, we obtain that D determines the following data 
up to isomorphism: (i) the group G/A, where A = {x E G 1 x has a finite G- 
conjugacy class} is the Fe-center of G, (ii) the division subalgebra K(A) of 
D generated by A, and (iii) the subgroup K(A)*G of D*. 
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We briefly outline our approach to the question at hand. Note that, in the 
given situation, there exists an obvious homomorphism of the group algebra 
K[G] into II. Its kernel, P say, is a faithful completely prime ideal of 
(Here, an ideal I of K[G] is called faithful if G, under the canonica 
embeds into K[G]/I and I is said to be completely prime iF K[G]/I has nd 
zero divisors.) Moreover, since G generates it follows that 
isomorphic to the classical ring of quotients 
recall that K[G] is a Noetherian ring [ 11, 10.2. 
By the work of Zalesskii [ 131, the structure of K[ well under control, 
even for primes P which are not necessarily completely prime. Namely, the 
center Z of K(G]/P is contained in the subalgebra Mjd]/P nK[d j of 
X[G]/P and the central localization (K[G]/P),, has the structure of a 
crossed product of H= G/A over R = (K[A]/P nK[A]),.. hn short, 
(K[G]/P),, E R * H. The crucial fact that we will use is that 
free nilpotent and hence is an ordered group. ence, using a co~str~~t~~n 
originally due to Levi-Civita [6] and Hilbert ] and later brought to its 
present form by Neumann [lo] and Malcev [9] (cf. [ 1, IS] for a historical 
count), we can embed (K[G]/P),* E R * N into a suitable larger ring 
* ((H)) which is in fact simple Artinian, and this embedding extends to an 
embedding of Q(K[G]/P) into R * ((H)). Thus, by studying 
can derive information about Q(K[G]/P). The advantage in u 
lies in the fact that its elements ‘“look very much like” ei 
crossed product R & N so crossed product and group algebra 
apply quite nicely. 
In Section 1, we study R * ((IQ) in its own right, for any ordered group 
and any ring R, and establish a number of extensions of the well-known 
alcev-Neumann theorem which asserts that * ((If)) is a division ring if 
is. For example, we show that if R is M-pri Artinian, then R * ((I-r)) is 
simple Artinian and its composition length equals the length of 
(Proposition 1.2). Strictly speaking, the material of Section 1 and much of 
Section 2 is not really necessary for the later applications to division 
algebras, but it seems worthwhile to study R * ((EQ) in 
especially since the structure theory of prime ideals in 
cover arbitrary primes. 
In Section 2, we briefly review the relevant facts about primes P in K[G], 
to Zalesskii [ 131, and apply the results of Section B to (~[~I/~~~* =
to obtain what we will call the ~~lbe~t-~e~rn~~~ ring associcated with 
ten as S(P) = R * ((H)). Elementary properties of S(P) show 
= 0, then S(p) does not contain a Weyl algebra (lemma 2.3). 
neither does Q(K[G]/P), which in particular shows that the division algebras 
under consideration are different from the division algebras generated by 
unite-dimensional noncommutative nilpotent Lie algebras over Gelds of 
characteristic 0 12, 8.31. 
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Section 3 is devoted to the case of completely prime ideals P. We show 
that any subalgebra of S(P) = R * ((H)) w IC h’ h is algebraic over the center F 
of S(P) can be embedded into R. In case char K = 0 (or under some weaker 
assumption on char K), the elements of S(P) which are algebraic over F are 
in fact exactly the S(P)*-conjugates of elements of R (Proposition 3.2). Most 
of the work in Sections 2 and 3 covers more general classes of Hilbert- 
Neumann rings and uses very little of the specific properties of 5’(P). 
However, the generalizations being quite obvious, we have for the most part 
restricted ourselves to the case of S(P). 
Finally, in Section 4 we derive the statements about division algebras 
generated by finitely generated nilpotent groups G made at the beginning 
from the following result about factors modulo completely prime ideals P in 
K[G]: The classical (division) ring of quotients Q(K[G]/P) determines 
(K[G]/P),, , the localization of K[G]/P at the nonzero elements of the center 
Z = Z(K[G]/P). In other words, if P, and P, are completely prime ideals in 
K[G,], respectively, K[G,], with G, and G, finitely generated nilpotent, and 
if Q(KIGl]/P,) r Q(K[G2]/P2), then we must have (K[G,]/PJzr r 
(K[G,]/P& (Theorem 4.1). The latter result had been conjectured by 
Zalesskii 1131 for maximal P. It possibly does extend to arbitrary prime 
ideals of K[G]. The difficulty here is that the lowest term valuation of S(P) 
(see Section 3) which plays a crucial role in this paper will not be 
multiplicative for general primes. 
This article is related to the work in [3], where the case P = 0 and G 
torsion-free is considered in detail. Under these circumstances, D does in fact 
determine G [3, Main Theorem]. Indeed, the present article grew out of an 
extended correspondence with Dan Farkas concerning these matters during 
the early stages of [3]. It is a pleasure to thank him. Thanks are also due to 
Kenny Brown and Toby Stafford for helpful discussions. 
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
In general our notation follows [ 111. All rings are understood to have a 1 
which is inherited by subrings. The symbol (a)* always denotes the subset of 
nonzero elements (not to be confused with the usual crossed product 
notation R * H) and Z(.) denotes the center. Throughout, K will be a 
commutative field. 
1. THE HILBERT-NEUMANN CONSTRUCTION 
This section contains some general facts concerning the so-called Hilbert- 
Neumann construction. We begin by recalling the basic definitions. 
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Let be a group, let R be a ring, and let R * be a crossed product of 
over R. Thus R * H is a free left R-module with basis {Z / x E Hi and with a 
multiplication which is governed by the formula 
(rxX)(ry ~7) = r,rc-‘t(x, y) 5 
for allx,yEHandr,,r,ER. Here, t:HXH-+U 
to the group U(R) of units of R and, for fixed x E H, the map ‘: r F+ 7’ is an 
automorphism of R. Of course, t and the automorphisms ’ have to satisfy 
certain relations in order to guarantee that R * H will be an associative ring, 
but the precise form of these relations is quite irrelevant for us (see 17, 1.11, 
e.g.). By modifying 1 and t if necessary, we can assume that 7 is the identity 
of R * H and we will identify the elements r E with d e R * thereby 
viewing R as a subring of R * H. We note that the elements X (x k H) are 
units in R * H, and for all r E R we have X-‘~-2 = T’. 
Now assume that, in addition, H is a fully ordered grou and let R * ((H)) 
denote the set of all formal sums 
a= 2 a,x 
XEH 
with a, E R and with Supp IX = {x E H 1 a, # 0) a well-ordered subset of H. 
Thus R * ((H)) contains R * H as the subset of elements a! with finite 
support Supp a, and it can be shown that the ring operations of R * do in 
fact extend to R * ((H)) and make R * ((H)) an associative ring containing 
R * H as a subring (see [lo]). R * ((H)) will be called a (crossed) Hilbert- 
Neumamz ring of H otter R. In the following, we shall repeatedly use the 
lowest term map 
/2: R * ((H))+ZU {O). 
Here we have set 3 = { rX ( r E R *, x E H}, and /i. is defined by d(O) = 0 and 
A(cr) = a,2 if GL # 0 and x is the least element of Supp a. Note that for 
a, ,d E R * ((N)) we have 
AtaP> =k(a) W> provided /l(o) X/3) f 0. 
The first lemma is a slight extension of the well-known 
theorem [ 10, Theorem 5.7; 91. Only a few modifications are needed to adapt 
the usual proof of this result to the present situation. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let S = R * ((H)) be a filbert-~eurn~n~ ring of the 
ordered group H over the ring R. If 0 # e = e2 is am ~dernp~t~~t of R such 
that Re is a simple left ideal of R, thelz eSe is Q division ring. 
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Proof. We first show that for any nonzero element of the form cafe, with 
a E R and x E H, there exists b E R with ebff-‘e . cafe = e. Indeed, eaZe # 0 
implies eae$-’ # 0 and hence Reae’-’ = ReE-‘, by the simplicity of Re’-l = 
(Re)‘-*. Fix YE R with reae’-’ = eE-’ and set b = rx E R. Then ebf-‘e . 
cafe = eT- ‘reae’-‘2 = eX- ‘e’-IX = e, as required. 
Now let 0 # a E eSe be given, We show that c$ = e for some /I E eSe. 
Indeed, by the foregoing, we can adjust the lowest term n(a) of a so that a 
has the form a=e-aa,, where a, E eSe has its support in {x E H 1 x > 11. 
As in [ 11, Proof of 13.2.111, one shows that the “geometric series” /I = 
e+a,+ai+.+-+a:+ .a. belongs to eSe and satisfies a/I = e. I 
Recall that the automorphisms ’ (x E H) of R induce an action of H on 
the set of ideals of R and so we can talk about H-stable ideals of R (cf. [8, 
Sect. 11). R is called H-prime if the product of any two nonzero H-stable 
ideals of R is nonzero or, equivalently, if for any two nonzero elements 
a, b E R we can find r E R and x E H with a’rb # 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let S = R * ((H)) b e a Hilbert-Neumann ring of the 
ordered group H over the ring R. 
(i) S is prime if and only ifR is H-prime. 
(ii) S is Artinian if and only ifR is Artinian. 
(iii) If R is H-prime Artinian, then S is simple Artinian and 
rk S = rk R, where rk(.) denotes composition length. 
ProoJ: For any right ideal I of R let I * ((H)) denote the set of elements 
of S = R * ((H)) w h ose R-coefficients belong to I. Then I * ((H)) is a right 
ideal of S with I * ((H)) n R = I. Moreover, if I is an H-stable ideal, then 
I * ((H)) is an ideal of S and for any right ideal J of R we have J * ((H)) . 
I * C(H)> =(JI> * C(W). Th ese observations immediately imply the necessity 
of the conditions on R in (i) and (ii). 
Now assume that R is H-prime and let a,p E S* be given. If n(a) = ax, 
/z@) = by then, by the H-primeness of R, we can find z E H and r E R with 
arbP-’ # 0. Therefore, in S we have 0 # (a+- ‘r,F)(bj) = /z(a(T’rf),8) and 
so a,!$? is nonzero and S is prime. This proves (i). 
For (ii), assume that R is Artinian and let J denote the Jacobson radical 
of R. Then Y= J* ((H)) ’ is a nilpotent ideal of S and each fi/Yi+’ is a 
finitely generated module over S/Y z (R/J) * ((H)). Thus we may assume 
that J = 0 and hence R = Of= i R i, a direct sum of simple Artinian rings R i. 
Since the automorphisms X (x E H) p ermute the Rts, some subgroup U of 
finite index in H stabilizes them all. Therefore, we have an obvious 
isomorphism R * ((U)) g Of=, R, * ((U)), a direct sum of suitable crossed 
Hilbert-Neumann rings of U over the RI)s. Since S is a finitely generated 
module over the subring R * ((U)), it suffices to consider the case 
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5’ = R x ((H)) with R = M,(D) simple Artinian. Let eii E R 
matrix idempotents. Then, by [ 11, 6.1.51, we have S FZ M,( 
Lemma 1. I, eii Se,, is a division ring. Thus S is Artinian and (ii) is proved. 
Finally, except for the assertion concerning the ranks, (iii) follows from (i) 
and (ii). As to the equality rk R = rk S, first note that if 
we have J = 0 in the above and H permutes the 
R = of=, Ri transitively. Therefore, rk R = t rk 
I, 2,..., t) are the idempotents corresponding to the above decomposition 
then, as right S-modules, S=@f=, eiS and eiS=e:“S=.%Z:‘e,S~e,S 
uitabie elements xi E H. Therefore, rk S = c length(e, S) = t rk(e, Se:). 
Finally, letting U denote the stabilizer subgroup of R, in H, we obtain quite 
easily that e, Se, 2 R 1 * ((U)) and, as in the last part of the prece 
paragraph, it follows that rk pi1 * ((U)) = rk R 1 a This establishes (iii). 
We close this section with a few observations concerning the behavior of 
regular elements under the embedding R * H c R * ((H)). In general, regular 
elements of R * H need not stay regular in R * ((H)). The following example 
is due to Gilmer (see [4, Example 31). Let R be a ring containing nonzero 
elements a, bi (i = 0, 1, 2 ,...) with ab, = 0 and abi = b,-, for i > I. Let 
C = (x) be the infinite cyclic group, ordered so that x > 1, and set a = 
a -x E R [Cj and p = Ciao bixi E R((C)) ( non-crossed). Then a 
in R [Cl, but a@ = 0. To obtain an explicit example of such a ring 
to be the endomorphism ring of a countably dimensicmal vector s 
basis {uop vi,...}, say, and let a, bi E R be defined by a(vJ = 
(i > 1) and bi(vO) = ui, bi(vj) = 0 (j it 0). Note that, for all i, we have 
aiilbi = 0 but a’bi # 0 so R certainly is not Noetherian. This explains the 
Noetherian assumption in 
tEMMA 1.3. Let R * H be a crossedproduct of the ordered group H over 
the ring and assume that R * H is semiprime ~oet~er~Q~. reguikr 
eiements R * H stay regular in the ~i~be~t-~e~~a~~ ringR * )) which 
extends R * H. 
Pp.ooJ: Arguing as in the first paragraph of the proof of Proposition 1.2: 
we see that R too is semiprime Noetherian. Now let a E be regular 
and set I = u . R * H. Then I is an essential right ideal of a * H ill: 
10.4.9(ii)] and it follows quite easily that c(1) = {r E X / 3j? E 1: A@) = r] is 
an essential right ideal of R. Thus, by Goldie’s theorem ] 1 I, I.O.4.10, Step 1 ], 
c(l) contains a regular element. In other words, some right multiple a1 = 
of a has its lowest term of the form a(a,) = a with a a regular element of 
Therefore, aI is clearly regular in R * ((N)) and so a has zero left annihilator 
in R * ((H)). By symmetry a also has zero right annihilator in * IW>> 
and the lemma is proved. 
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2. THE HILBERT-NEUMANN RING ASSOCIATED 
WITH A PRIME IDEAL OF K[G] 
In this section, G will always denote a finitely generated nilpotent group 
and P will be a prime ideal of the group algebra K[G]. We will embed 
K[G]/P into a suitable Hilbert-Neumann ring R * ((H)). After replacing G 
by its image in K[G]/P if necessary, we may clearly assume that P is 
faithful, i.e., that G embeds into K[G]/P. The relevant facts about faithful 
primes of K[G], all due to Zalesskii [13], are collected in 
LEMMA 2.1 (Zalesskii). Let P be a faithful prime ideal of K[G]. Then 
P= (PnK[A])K[G], where A = A(G) denotes the Fe-center of G. 
Moreover, Z(K[G]/P) c K[A]/P f7 K[A] and K[A]/Pn K[A] is a finitely 
generated module over Z(K [ G]/P). 
ProoJ The first assertion is contained in [ 11, 11.4.51, and the second 
assertion then follows from [ll, 8.4.83 and the fact that Z(G) has finite 
index in A [ll, 11.4.3(iii)]. 1 
We fix some notation that will be used throughout the remainder of this 
article. A = A(G) will always denote the F&enter of G and we let 
R = (K[A]/P n K[A]),, 
denote the localization of K[A]/P n K[A] at the nonzero elements of Z = 
Z(K[G]/P). Also, set 
F = QPWGI/P)), 
the field of fractions of Z. Then, by the lemma, R is a finite-dimensional 
algebra over F. Moreover, R is G-simple, i.e., R has no nontrivial G-invariant 
ideals [ 11, 11.4.71, and the lemma further implies that the localization of 
K[G]/P at Z* has the form 
(K[G]/P),* ?z R * H, 
a suitable crossed product of H = G/A over R. Here, the elements X (x E H) 
can be taken to be any fixed set of coset representatives of A in G. Now 
H = G/A is torsion-free nilpotent and hence orderable [ 11, 11.4.3(iii) and 
13.1.61. We fix an ordering of H and let 
W = R * (P)) 
denote the Hilbert-Neumann ring which extends R * H. S(P) will be called 
the Hilbert-Neumann ring associated with P. The following lemma describes 
some properties of S(P). 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let S(P) be the Hj~bert-Neumann ring a~§oc~~te~ with a 
prime ideal P ofK[G]. Then S(P) is a simple Artinian ring co~ta~~~~g the 
classical ring of quotients Q(K[G]/P) of K[G]/P as a subring. oreover, 
rk S(P) = rk Q(K[G]/P) and Z(S(P)) = Z(Q(K[G]/P)) = F. 
ProoJ: As we have pointed out above, R is finite F-dimensional and G- 
simple, hence H-prime Artinian. Thus Proposition l.a(iii) implies that 3’(Y) 
is simple Artinian with rk S(P) = rk R. Moreover, by Lemma 1.3, regular 
elements of (K[G]/P),, = R * N become invertible in S(P) 
embedding of K]G]/P into S(P) extends to an embedding of 
S(P). Thus we have R c Q(K[G]/P)c S(P) and these rings are ah 
semisimple Artinian. By considering decompositions of 1 i 
orthogonal idempotents, it is trivial to see that rkR < rk 
rk S(P) so all ranks coincide. 
As to the assertion concerning the centers, first note that, with 6. (G) 
denoting centralizers of G, we have Z(S(P>> = C,(,,(G) 1 CBCK[G,,Pj(G) = 
Z(QWIGJIP)) = F. H ere all equalities and inclusions are clear, except for 
the mcluston C,(,, (G) = ~GW’)). T o see this, note that if a = C, a,.fE 
CSCPj(G) then its lowest term L(a) belongs to CAG), where oY= ip.2 j 
r E R *, x E H}, and, using the fact that Supp a is well ordered, we conclude 
that a,2 E CAG) for all x E Supp a. But 6) c ~(w-IW%+) = F5 
whence C,(,,(G) = F. This proves the lemma. 
We now give a quick application of the above depending on a suitable 
trace map on S(P). With our previous not , define tr: S(P) = 
R * ((N)) + R by sending each a = C, c&,X E R * to its identity coef- 
Clearly, tr is left and right R-linear. For the latter, recali our 
convention that i = 1, corresponding to the canonical choice of the identity 
element of G as the representative of the coset A E 66 = G/A. F;or 
convenience: we further normalize the set (X / x E N} by first fixing a coset 
representative .?Z E G for each x E H = G/d with x > 1 and then, for x E 
with x < 1, taking (x-‘)-’ as the representative of x. Note that, with this 
choice of basis, we have t(x-‘,x) = t(x,xei) = 1 for all x E H. Conse- 
quently, for a = C, a& p = C, b,,f E R * ((H)) = S(R) we obtain 
tr(c@) = 2 a,bzI: 
and 
tr(,&) = 2 bXelaz. 
i 
Wow R is finite dimensional over F and hence we can define T(r) for r E 
to be the trace of the F-linear endomorphism of R given by right 
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multiplication with r. Then T: R -+ F is F-linear with T(r, rJ = T(r,r,) and 
r(r’) = T(r) for all Y, Y,, r2 E R and x E H. Therefore, the map 
z=To tr:S(P)=R * ((H))-+F 
is F-linear and satisfies r(c@) = r(,&) for all a,P E S(P). In particular, t is 
identically zero on [S(P), S(P)], the F-linear span of all Lie commutators 
c$ - /?cx with CL, ,8 E S(P), and since z(l) = dim, R, we obtain 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S(P) = R * ((H)) be the Hilbert-Neumann ring 
associated with the prime ideal P of K[G]. If dim, R is nonzero in K, then 
[S(P), S(P)] n F = 0. 1 
In particular, if A,(K) denotes the Weyl algebra over a field K of charac- 
teristic 0, then A i(K) d Q(K[G]/P). 
We remark that the above construction of the trace map r: R * ((H)) + F 
works under more general circumstances. All that was really needed was the 
fact that R is finite dimensional over some central subfield F of R * ((H)). 
Lemma 2.3 carries over to this more general class of Hilbert-Neumann 
algebras. 
3. COMPLETELY PRIME IDEALS: ALGEBRAIC ELEMENTS OF S(P) 
In this section, we will concentrate on the case of a completely prime ideal 
P of K[G] so that S(P) is a division ring. We will study the elements of S(P) 
that are algebraic over the center F of S(P). Throughout, we will retain the 
notation of the previous section. In particular, assuming G to be faithfully 
embedded into K [ G]/P, we set R = (K[A]/PnK[A]),,. Note that R now is 
a finite-dimensional division algebra over F and R * is a normal subgroup of 
2 = (t-2 / r E R *, x E H} with Z/R * E H. Also, using the ordering of H, it 
is easy to see that 2 is the full group of units of K[G]/P = R * H (cf. [ 11, 
13.1.9(ii)]). Note further that, in the present situation, the lowest term map 
kS(P)=R * ((H))-+Zu (0) is multiplicative. If we follow ,? by the map 
ZU {0} + H U {co } which sends 0 to co and R to H in the canonical 
fashion, then we obtain the lowest term valuation v: S(P) = R * ((H))+ 
H U {co }. Thus v sends 0 to co and any nonzero element of R * ((H)) to the 
lowest element in its support. With the usual rules for co, we have v(c$) = 
v(a) VW, v(a: + P) > min{v(a>, v@>}, and v(o) = co iff cx = 0 (a,/3 E S(P)) so 
that v is indeed a (non-commutative) valuation in the sense of [ 121. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S(P) be the Hilbert-Neumann ring associated with a 
completely prime ideal P of K[G] and let A c S(P) be a K-subalgebra which 
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is algebraic over F = Z@(P)). Then the lowest term map ,I: S(P) +GF“u {O) 
yields a K-algebra embedding of A into R. 
Proof. We first show that for any a E A we have 1(a) E R. This is of 
course clear for a = 0. So let a be nonzero and letf,a” +f,- ianPi + I~ o + 
f, = 0 with fi E F be an algebraic relation of a over P. Since F c 
~(~a’)= ~(a)’ for all i with J;,# 0. thence, if ~(a)# I, then ~(f,a’+ 
f,_la”-l t f.. +fO) = min{v(a)’ 1 i with fi # 0) # cx3, contradicting the fact 
that v(0) = co. Therefore, we must have V(a) = 1 and so A(a) E R. 
We conclude that /II, = tr jA, where tr: S(P) = R * ((H)) -+ R sen 
element of R * ((H)) to its identity coefficient (cf. end of Section 
hence li is K-linear on A. Since A is also multiplic e and maps nonzero 
elements to nonzero elements, the lemma is proved. 
Again, the above arguments cover more general bert-~e~rna~~ rings 
R * ((N)). Namely, it suffices to assume that R is ain and that F is a 
central subfield of R * ((H)) which is contained in R. The lemma becomes 
false if is not completely prime, for in this case there e 
Off-E and 1 # x E PI with rrZml = 0 and hence (.KF)* = 0. 
argument used at the beginning of the proof shows that, for any prime ideal 
P of K[G] and any element a E S(P) that is algebraic over F, we eit 
A(a) E R or k(a) is nilpotent. It is not true that algebraic elements 
(or QWWP>> necessarily have to be contained in W; simply because the 
set of elements of S(P) (or Q(K[G]/P)) that are algebraic ove is invariant 
under ~~tomorphisms but R need not be. For example, if x E x > 1, then 
for any a E Ha we have in Q(K[G]/P) c S(P): (1 -2) a(1 -X)-l = (1 - 
u(l +X+X2+ . ..)=a+Cial(a-aaXml )X’ which does not belong to 
unless a = a”. However, we do at least have the following result which is 
consequence of the work of Bergman in 1 I]. he result will not be needed 
here a ’ mainly serves as an illustration of rgman’s powerfui iechniclues 
in [l]. e have therefore stated it in a some 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S =R * ((H)) b 
with R a fir&e dimensional division algebra over some subfield F c 
is centrce2 in S and with H an ordered group. Assume that dim, 
in F. I’ u E S is algebraic oz;er F then there exists an elemen 
I.(p) = 4 such that pp ‘a/3 E R. 
ProoJ We may of course assume that a is nonzero. By ma 3.1, we 
‘know that a = A(a) E R. Elaborating on the outline in [ 1, S 71, we will 
show that there exists j3 E S with A@) = 1 such that y = ,lP”q!3 commutes 
with a = d(a). It then follows that y-a is algebraic over F. ut ?LCi) = 
A(a) = a E R and so v(y - a) > 1. Thus we conclude that y = a, as required. 
To establish the existence of p, we need one ~rel~rn~~ary observation. 
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Namely, if x E H is fixed, then the restriction of ad a = [a, a] to Rx c S 
yields an F-linear endomorphism a, of Rx such that Ker v, n Im q = 0. 
Indeed, suppose there exists 0 # 6 E Ker 9 n Im 9. Then 6 = [a, TX] for some 
r E R and 6 commutes with a. Thus, in S, we obtain 1 = 6-l [a, TX] = 
[a, E’rjZ] which contradicts Lemma 2.3. Therefore, we must have Ker v, n 
Im v, = 0, and since Rx is finite dimensional over F, we conclude that Rx = 
Ker p @ Im q = CRda) @ [a, Rx]. 
Now, as in the proof of [I, Theorems 3.1 and 7.11, consider the set 
X=X(o) of all triples (x, y,p) with 1 <xEHU{co}, YES such that 
A(y) = a, yu = uy and Supp y < x (i.e., all support elements of y are less than 
x), and ,8 E 5’ such that A@) = 1, Supp p < x and v(‘J?~P-~  a) =x. Then X 
can be partially ordered by setting (x, y, ,8) < (x’, y’, /3’) iff x < x’ and y’ and 
/?’ extend y, respectively, /3 (i.e., y’ and y agree on Supp y and similarly for p’ 
and PI. BY [ll, X contains a maximal element, say (x, y, ,Q, and the result 
will follow if we can show that x = co, i.e., /3$’ = a. So suppose to the 
contrary that x = v@-’ - cz) < co and write A(,@$-’ - a) = a,X By the 
result of the preceding paragraph, we can write uXX= UX + [a, sX] with 
r, s E R and rZu = at-f. Set y1 = y - rf and p, =/3 + SX so that yi and ,B, 
surely extend y, respectively, /?. Then /I;’ = PM ’ - SX + (higher terms) and so 
p, y,/3;’ - CI = /3y/?- ’ - cz + (s&z - usx - rX) + (higher terms) 
= a,2 - u,S + (higher terms). 
This shows that x1 = v@, y,/3;’ - a) > x so that (xi, yl, /3,) > (x, y, /?) which 
is the desired contradiction. 1 
4. INVARIANTS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group and let P be 
a completely prime ideal of K[G]. Then the classical division ring of 
quotients Q(K[G]/P) determines the localization (K[G]/P),, of K[G]/P at 
the nonzero elements of Z = Z(K [ G]/P). 
ProoJ: We have to show that if P, and P, are completely prime ideals of 
K[G,], respectively, K[G,], with G, and G, finitely generated nilpotent, such 
that D, = Q(KIGI]/P,) and D, = Q(K[G2]/P2) are isomorphic K-division 
algebras, then (K[G,]/P,),T and (K[G,]/P& are isomorphic. For this, we 
may clearly assume that P, and P, are faithful and we will do so in the 
following. The notation established in the previous sections will be used here 
with indices (1 or 2) attached. 
Fix a K-algebra isomorphism q: D 1 3 D,. We view D, as being embedded 
in S(P,) and set Q, = A2 0 q, with 1,: S(P,) + & U (0) denoting the lowest 
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term map. Thus @ is a multiplicative map from D, to & U { 0 !~ We proceed 
in a number of steps. 
Step 1. The restriction of @ to R i = (K[d ,]/P, n M[d 1 ]JzT induces a K- 
algebra isomorphism of R 1 onto R,. 
Since v, maps F, = Z(D,) onto F, = Z(D,) and RI is finite dirne~s~o~a~ 
over F,: we see that p(R1) is algebraic over F,. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, the 
lowest term map 1, yields a K-algebra embedding of v, 
J., o 41 is a K-algebra embedding of R, into 
n particular, dim,, R, = dimoCF,) @(RI) < dim 
equality must hold here which forces @ to be onto. 
Step 2. The restriction of @ to q = {D? 1 r E R :, x E 4-p, = GJLi i } 
in ces a gro isomorphism of & onto X1* 
ecall that f is a normal subgroup of & containing the center %;F of & 
and such that &/RF NH, is nilpotent. It follows easily that any 
identity normal subgroup of T intersects R f non-trivially. Inasmuch as 
injective on R,, by Step 1, we conclude that @ is injective on &. To prove 
surjectivity, let CI E Z$ c D, be given and write a = 
with /?, y E (KIG,]/Pl)ZT = R, * N, ~ Then 01= J.,(a) = 
suffices to show that @(/3), Q(y) E Q(q) Write p 
Then the elements @(b,X) E &, for x E Supp p, belo 
Rf in RI. Indeed, Rf@(b,.f)=Rf@(b,p) implies 
@(RF j and, by the injectivity of @‘, we get ~75~’ E 
with v2: S(B,) + H, U {co } denoting the lowest term valuation, we see that 
the elements v2(p(bxX)) E H, are pairwise distinct, say vZ(~(~~~X~)) is the 
smallest. Then @Ca> = Md.@) = Mdbxo~o I> = 
required. Similarly, @p(y) E CD(&) and the assertion of Step 2 follows. 
Step 3. The isomorphism 8: (K[G,]/P,)zT y (K[G,]/P,),;. 
As before, write (K[Gi]/Pi),7 = Ri * Hi for i = I, 2: and for a = C, ci,X E 
R define B(a) = C, @((a,x). Then B is well defined, by uniqueness of 
expression in R1 * Hi. Also, B is K-linear, by Step 1: and multiplicative, 
since @ is multiplicative. As we have seen above, the elements @(a,Y) with 
x E Supp ce belong to distinct cosets of Rf in eL This shows that 6(a) # 0 
for a # 0, and since each element of R, * N, is a sum of elements of ] B is 
also surjective, by Step 2. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If, in the above theorem, P is also maximal then .Z = Z(K[G]/Pj is a field 
and so Q(K[G]/P) does in fact determine K[G]jP. This is no longer true if P 
is not maximal. For example, take a simple transcendental extension K(X) of 
K and let G, = (a) E Z and G, = (b, c) E Z X L. Furthermore, let 
pi: K[G,] -K(X) (i = 1,2) be given by ~~(~ij =X and p2(b) =X2 f I3 
am =X3 + 1. If Pi denotes the kernel of wi in K[G,], then Q(K[Gi]/P,) z 
K(X) in both cases. Furthermore, P, = 0 so K[G,]/P, gK[X], and 
48 I /X5/2-9 
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K[G,I/P, ~K~~2,~31x~+~,x~+~. Since the former ring is integrally closed 
but the latter ring is not, we see that K[G,]/P, and K[G2]/P2 are non- 
isomorphic. 
Finally, we rephrase the theorem for divison algebras generated by finitely 
generated nilpotent groups. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let D = K(G) be a division K-algebra generated by a 
finitely generated nilpotent group G and let F denote the center of D. Then 
the F-subalgebra of D generated by G is determined up to isomorphism by D. 
In particular, D determines the following data (up to isomorphism): 
(a) the division subalgebra K(A) of D generated by the PC-center 
A=A(G) of G, 
(b) the subgroup K(A)*G of D, and 
(c) the group G/A. 
ProoJ With the appropriate translations, all assertions have been 
established in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.1. We briefly indicate 
how to derive the corollary from the statement of the theorem. Write D 2 
Q(K[G]/P) with P completely prime in K[G]. Then the F-subalgebra, A say, 
of D generated by G is the image of (K[G]/P),. in D and hence, by the 
theorem, is determined up to isomorphism by D. Therefore, D also 
determines the group of units U(A) of A. Since U((K[G]/P),,) =SY= R *fi, 
as we have observed in Section 3, we see that U(A) = K(A)*G. The 
invariance of K(A) follows from its description as the set of elements of A 
which are algebraic over the center of D. Finally, G/A % K(A)*G/K(A). 1 
We remark that if, in the above, G is torsion-free, then we have A = Z(G) 
and K(A) = F = Z(D). Thus, in this case, D determines F*G. In general, this 
need not be true. For example, let D denote the quaternions over K = [R, the 
real numbers, and take G, = Q,, the quaternion group of order 8 in D*, and 
G, = (Q,, E), where E E C is a primitive 8th root of unity. Then G, and G, 
both generate D over K, and G, is nilpotent of class 2, whereas G, has class 
3. Therefore, R*G, and R*G, are not isomorphic. 
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